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### Title: Carlos T. Go, Sr. et al. vs. Luis T. Ramos et al. (2009)

### Facts:
This case began with a complaint-affidavit for deportation filed by Luis T. Ramos against
Jimmy T. Go, alleging him to be an illegal and undesirable alien despite representing himself
as a Filipino citizen. The Bureau of Immigration initiated proceedings against Go based on
various pieces of evidence, including a birth certificate indicating his “FChinese” citizenship
and allegations of  fraudulent  acquisition of  a  Philippine passport.  Jimmy countered by
claiming natural-born Filipino status, citing his father’s election of Philippine citizenship
under the 1935 Constitution and Commonwealth Act No. 625. Despite these claims, the
Board  of  Commissioners  reversed  an  initial  dismissal  and  pushed  forward  with  the
deportation charges, citing untimely election of Philippine citizenship by Jimmy’s father,
Carlos.

Jimmy  and  Carlos  filed  a  petition  for  certiorari  and  prohibition  against  the  Board’s
resolution and charge sheet, which led to a series of legal battles in both the Regional Trial
Court (RTC) and the Court of Appeals (CA), culminating in appeals to the Supreme Court.
They  questioned  the  jurisdiction  of  the  Bureau  and  the  Board  over  the  deportation
proceedings and argued for the recognition of their Filipino citizenship through various
legal and factual assertions.

### Issues:
1. Whether the cause of action against Carlos and Jimmy had prescribed.
2.  Whether  the  deportation  proceedings  are  null  for  not  impleading  Carlos  as  an
indispensable party.
3. Whether evidence presented by Carlos and Jimmy was sufficient to oust the Board of its
jurisdiction.
4. Whether due process was observed in the proceedings before the Board.
5. The legality of Jimmy Go’s detention and the propriety of the petition for habeas corpus.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court denied the petitions filed by Carlos and Jimmy, affirming the decisions
of the lower courts. The Court held that:
1. The cause of action against Carlos and Jimmy had not prescribed as cases involving
citizenship must be resolved irrespective of time constraints for filing actions.
2. Carlos was not deemed an indispensable party in the deportation proceedings as the
determination of Jimmy’s citizenship did not directly injure or benefit Carlos.
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3. The evidence presented by Carlos and Jimmy was not substantial enough to warrant the
deprivation of the Board’s jurisdiction over the deportation proceedings.
4. Due process was observed in the deportation proceedings.
5. The petition for habeas corpus was not the proper remedy for questioning the deportation
order, especially after the initiation of deportation proceedings.

### Doctrine:
Cases involving citizenship are sui generis, where resolution is imperative regardless of the
time elapsed since the cause of action arose. Additionally, administrative processes, such as
deportation proceedings, require the observance of due process, essentially an opportunity
to be heard.

### Class Notes:
– Citizenship issues are continuous and can be challenged at any time.
– Indispensable parties in legal actions are those who stand to be directly benefited or
injured by the court’s judgment.
– The validity of actions towards deportation is contingent upon the observance of due
process, including proper notification and the opportunity to contest.
– The doctrine of **jus sanguinis** (right of blood) primarily determines citizenship in the
Philippines, not **jus soli** (right of the soil).
–  A valid election of  Philippine citizenship under Commonwealth Act  No.  625 requires
compliance within a “reasonable time”, generally interpreted as within three years upon
reaching the age of majority.

### Historical Background:
The case captures a complex scenario of citizenship determination within the Philippines’
legal framework, illustrating the challenges associated with citizenship by descent and the
processes  surrounding  deportation  proceedings.  It  underscores  the  evolving  nature  of
jurisprudence  surrounding  nationality,  where  past  precedents,  legislation,  and
constitutional provisions intersect and occasionally conflict, thereby necessitating judicial
intervention for clarification and enforcement.


